PSO POPS!
Saturday, February 7, 2015 at 7:30 PM
Sunday, February 8, 2015 at 2:30 PM
Merrill Auditorium

Norman Huynh, conductor
Rich Ridenour, piano
Kathy Gibson, soprano

TOMMY DORSEY/RIDENOUR
ARY BARROSO/RIDENOUR
DUKE ELLINGTON/RIDENOUR
COLEMAN/QUINCY JONES
HAWKINS/JOHNSON/HANSON
ZEZ CONFREY/RIDENOUR
COUNT BASIE/RIDENOUR
BRICUSSE/NEWLEY/PAYNE
LIVINGSTON/EVANS/MCCARGAR

Opus One
Brazil
Take the A Train
The Best Is Yet to Come
Tuxedo Junction
Dizzy Fingers
One O'Clock Jump
Feelin' Good
Stuff Like That There

intermission

GLEN MILLER/RIDENOUR
CALLOWAY/MILLS/RIDENOUR
FREDERIC CHOPIN/RIDENOUR
HOAGY CARMICHAEL/MCCARGAR
DUKE ELLINGTON/MCCARGAR
GEORGE GERSHWIN

In the Mood
Minnie the Moocher
Minute Waltz
Skylark
It Don't Mean a Thing
Rhapsody in Blue

This program is made possible by corporate support from Maine Today Media and Pops Series Sponsor WEX, as well as individual donors to the Annual Fund, along with generous guest artist underwriting from Susie Konkel.

As a courtesy to the musicians and other audience members, please remember to turn off all cell phones, watch signals, and other electronic devices. The use of photographic and recording equipment during the performance is strictly prohibited. This concert will last approximately two hours.
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BASS TROMBONE
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TUBA
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TIMPANI
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PERCUSSION
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HARP
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KEYBOARD
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CONCERT MANAGER
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RECORDING ENGINEER
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